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Preface 
 

Traditionally Awabakal is translated as ‘Man of Awaba’, and ‘Awaba’ refers to Lake 
Macquarie. Awabakaleyen is translated as ‘Woman of Awaba’. The modern use of the word 
Awabakal today is used in reference to ‘People of Lake Macquarie’. 
The Arwarbukarl Cultural Resource Association’s (ACRA) main aim is to help revive 
Awabakal, the Aboriginal language of the Lake Macquarie and Newcastle area. Renewal of 
our culture and heritage is an important aspect of our organisation’s aims. From the time 
that colonisation reached the Newcastle/Lake Macquarie region (from 1790 onwards), the 
culture, heritage and language of the Awabakal people quickly declined, and fell into disuse 
between 1880 and the turn of the 20th century.  
During the 19th Century, Rev. Lancelot E. Threlkeld, the Missionary in the Lake Macquarie 
region, recorded the language spoken by the people of this land. His field work has made it 
possible for us to develop resources that can enable the revival of Awabakal Language. 
As an aid in the assistance of teaching the Awabakal language within schools and families 
of this region ACRA has produced Learning Awabakal Language Resource Kit. Included in 
this kit are several parts which all provide a substantial introduction to the language.  
The Wildlife Resource Kit has been produced as a basis upon which to expand a whole 
language programme. ACRA intends to produce a varied series of language resources to 
assist in teaching the language. Note that our understanding of the Awabakal language is 
subject to ongoing review, such that words and their meanings are subject to change. 
Change may occur either because we gain a better understanding of a given word, or 
phrase, but also in response to the need to adapt traditional language to the needs of the 
current times. 
In addition to this book, other Resources that are available are: 

1. A set of 50 Wildlife Flash Cards. 
2. Common Native Animals Poster  
3. A set of 40 Wildlife Snap/Memory Game Cards 
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Introduction to Language 
 

Our work here at ACRA on the Awabakal language continues. All the same, as a group we have been able to develop a 
starting point from which to learn the language. One important matter is the sound and pronunciation of letters. To this we 
first turn.  

Alphabet 
First let us look at the Alphabet for Awabakal language. We use the Roman letters to form the alphabet although there is a 
difference between the sounds they have in English and Awabakal. 

 

A B E I K L M N Ng O P R T U W Y 

a b e i k l M n ng o p r t u w y 

Pronunciation and Sounds Guide 
A more detailed set of instructions about the pronunciation of the language is provided in Nupaliyalaan Palii Awabakalkoba: 
Teach yourself Awabakal: Volume One. Here we provide only a very rough guide in relation to provide a “rough” equivalent 
in English.  

a short vowel as in ‘cut’ 

aa long vowel similar to that in ‘cart’ 

i short vowel as in ‘bin’ 

ii long vowel sounding as ‘ear’ 

e short vowel sounding as ‘air’ 

ey longer than ‘e’ and something like ‘tail’ but strongly coloured by the ‘y’ sound 

o short vowel similar to ‘or’ 

oo long vowel as ‘poor’ 

u short vowel, always as in ‘bull,’ ‘put.’ 

b as ‘p’ but without a pout: the lips held against the teeth (the ‘p’ is not an error) 

p same as b: it is used in the written language to mark a grammatical difference of meaning, which would otherwise be undetectable 

l like English ‘l’ but using the flat blade of the tongue against the top teeth 

m same as in English (again no pout) 

n like ‘n’ but using the flat blade of the tongue as for ‘l’; unless at the end of a word in which case it is like English ‘n’ 

ng as ‘ng’ in ‘singing’; never like ‘longer’: the ‘g’ is never sounded 

t like ‘t’ but using the flat blade of the tongue as for ‘l’ 

w softer than the English ‘w’, the lips are not brought as closely together 

y softer than the English ‘y’ with the mouth held more open 

NOTE: If two vowels are together, such as ‘au’, ‘ai’ or ‘ei’ they always have their Awabakal sounds and never sound like 
English double vowels 
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Major Features of Interest 

Men’s Spirit Form 
• The kolangkolang is a species of bat (but not flying fox, see third quotation below).  

We are not exactly certain which species of bat kolangkolang is. Investigation so far has 
brought the term ‘flitter-bat’ to surface; probably one of the Microchiroptera (small hand-wing) 
is intended; it collects a group of small insect-eating bats. Some possible species that are 
indicated - mainly by being native to Eastern Australia and having plausibly human-like 
features (though this may not be significant) are as follows. Common Blossom Bat 
(Syconycteris australis: Southern Fig Bat); Yellow-Bellied Sheathtail Bat (Saccolaimus 
flaviventris: Yellow-Bellied Throat Pouch); Eastern Freetail Bat (Mormopterus norfolkensis: 
Winged Hobgoblin; ‘norfolk’ is an incorrect identification); White-Striped Freetail Bat 
(Nyctinomous australis: Southern Night-Dweller); Common Bentwing Bat (Miniopterus 
schreibersii: Shreibers’ Small-Wing); but there are many others (The Mammals of Australia 
(ed. R. Strahan), pp. 515ff). 
Of this animal, Threlkeld informs us that the kolangkolang is held… 

in veneration by the men, who suppose the animal a mere transformation (Threlkeld (1834), p. 
92).  

To this, another source (from the archives of Perc Haslam) adds these observations, which 
explicates what Threlkeld means by “transformation”: 

it was common belief among the mountain and lake natives that after death men became bats 
and women small birds (DOCA, p. 1207). 

[The kolangkolang is] not to be confused with [the] flying fox (DOCA, p. 1256). 

So, from this we can say with reasonable confidence that the bat traditionally called 
kolangkolang represented the spiritual counterpart of the Awabakal menfolk. On this point it 
follows that men would never hunt or kill a kolangkolang, nor would they eat any part of one 
that had been killed. Presumably, men would, if present and able to do so, protect this animal 
from molestation (since any one seen would be an ancestor). 

Women’s Spirit Form 
• A small bird, the size of a thrush and called tilmun, occupied the same relationship to 

the womenfolk that kolangkolang occupied for the menfolk.  
Threlkeld tells us that tilmun was... 

supposed by the women to be the maker of women; or women transformed after death into the 
bird, it runs up trees like a woodpecker. They are held in veneration by the women only 
(Threlkeld (1834), p. 92). 

To this, another source adds this warning. 
Woe betides any male who injured or poked fun at this bird (AHR - Arc28, p. 85). 

And Haslam adds that tilmun was held to be the… 
sacred bird of women, the Australian woodpecker, still to be seen in the mountains. Women 
would strongly protect this bird against molestation (DOCA, p. 1096). 

As with kolangkolang we know nothing else about tilmun. Its identity, however, can be 
ascertained, more or less. On the basis of the description “thrush-like bird” which “runs up a 
tree like a woodpecker” one possibility is the Brown treecreeper (Climacteris picumnus) - (M. 
Moorcombe, Field Guide to Australian Birds pp. 218-19). 
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The Major Totem of the Awabakal People 
• The wedge-tail eagle, named birabaan, was the overall totem for the Awabakal tribal 

group of clans. 
For some reason, the notion has persisted that birabaan denotes the sea-eagle. However, 
this is very unlikely to be correct. Our evidence is that Threlkeld identified birabaan with what 
he called the “eagle-hawk”. The Macquarie Dictionary defines 'Eagle-hawk' as the 19th century 
Australian word for what now we call the wedge-tail eagle; this bird is also sometimes called 
a ‘diamond-tail eagle’. In addition, we have evidence from the Awabakal people themselves. 
The name birabaan tells us that it was the bird “who cries bira’. This is because the word ends 
in +baan and this particle is used to indicate a basic characteristic of whatever it names. Birds 
commonly “name themselves” in Aboriginal languages, by their names being imitative of their 
cries. The sea-eagle has a cry that resembles a honking sound whereas the wedge-tail does 
make a cry reminiscent of bira. Hence birabaan is the wedge-tail eagle. 
It may be that birabaan is the ritual name of the wedge-tail, for there is also an eagle, the 
"large eagle-hawk" with the name wiripaang. Linguistically speaking, wiripaang is very close 
to birabaan and may simply reflect the common, everyday name for the same bird. To 
confound us further there is yet another bird, poromarong, also identified as the wedge-tail 
eagle: no further details are available regarding what relationship exists among birabaan, 
wiripaang and poromarong.1 
The word birabaan also appears as a name for, or title of, a man; the man whose adopted 
English name was M’Gill and whose previous name was Wepoong (meaning unknown). It 
seems credible that Birabaan was the name, or title, of the man when he became a high 
ranking piriwal (chieftain). It is credible, because surely only a chieftain of high rank and 
prestige would be permitted to adopt the name of the overall totem for the Awabakal tribal 
group of people (and we have testimony that Birabaan was a chieftain in his day). 
Unfortunately, we know of very few inter-relations between human beings and animals within 
Awabakal. Presumably, there were many totems based on animals, and other inter-relations 
too, but we have no information (recorded during traditional times) regarding how it was 
organised. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        

 

 

 
1 The name poromarong may perhaps be derived from porowang (seeing part of eye) and maroong meaning ‘good’, and if so then the 
name is descriptive of the keen sight of eagles. 
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Wildlife in Respect to Awabakal Culture 
The Awabakal land was abundant with wildlife of all different types. This meant that the 
Awabakal people could always find a food supply. Following, you will find information on 
Wildlife and Food, Apparel, Ceremonial Instruments and Utensils. 
 

Food Sources and Preparation  

The diet of the Awabakal consisted of kangaroo, wallaby, wombat, bandicoot, possum, fish, 
shell fish, bird life, reptiles and even dingo. Each one had a place in the tribe in regards to who 
ate it and when it was eaten. 
Food that was eaten on a daily basis by coastal clans was mainly shell fish, fish, kangaroo 
and wallaby. 
Inland or bush clan diets consisted mainly of kangaroo, wallaby, wallaroo, possum, bandicoot, 
snakes, lizard and freshwater fish, shell fish and turtle from the streams  
and creeks. 
Cockles were eaten everyday by the clans that lived around the lake as they were easy to 
obtain because they could be found all year round. Cockles could also be found in the fresh 
water streams further inland as far as Sugarloaf Mountain and the Wattagan Mountains.  
The cockles were always prepared by being roasted on the fire and the water squeezed out 
before eating. 
Supper mainly consisted of kangaroo, wallaby and fish. These were thrown onto the fire until 
the fur or skin was thoroughly scorched to the point of being the colour of charcoal. The 
carcass was than carved with an axe into small portions.  
Although the land was abundant with a wide variety of food, some of it was restricted and 
eaten only by the elders of the tribe. This consisted of snakes, lizards and dingo. 

Hunting and Gathering  
The gathering and hunting of these animals and marine life was quite clever and skilful. 
Small animals like bandicoots and wombats were caught by the women and children using  
a digging stick and club. They would first dig them out of the burrow and then club them.  
This method was also used for small lizards or goannas. 
The larger animals and birds were mainly hunted by the men although sometimes assisted by 
the women and older children on a large hunt. 
One of the main methods used to catch large prey was very skilful. As soon as the sun was 
fully in the sky, the whole clan, men and women, would prepare for the hunt and gather their 
spears, throwing sticks, axes and fire brands. Once everyone had their hunting tools, they 
would arrange themselves up and around the valley and hills leaving only the opening of the 
valley guarded by the male hunters with their spears. Once everyone was in position the 
women and children would start to shout and bash the bushes in a rhythm which would scare 
the animals and make them head for the entrance of the valley where they would be speared 
by the hunters. This was very successful as seven to eight animals could be caught within a 
few hours. 
Possums, on the other hand, were found in the trees. The trees were climbed by cutting 
notches into the trunks which were then used as steps. They would then club the possum. 
Birds were usually speared in mid-flight, by the men, with great skill and precision. Although 
the emu had to be tracked, chased and then speared by the men. 
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Hunting and Gathering cont- 
In the breeding seasons, baby mutton birds and eggs were gathered by the women and 
children of the lake clans and regarded as a highly valued feast. 
The gathering and hunting of fish was another job for both the women and the men of the 
Awabakal lake clan although accomplished in two different ways. As usual the men would 
spear their catch either from land, wading in the water or from a canoe. The spear was made 
from the tall stem of a grass tree with three or four pieces of hard-wood prongs fastened to the 
end with bark thread and the resin from the roots of the grass tree was used as glue. The 
women, on the other hand, would use a hook and line method made up of a piece of line made 
from the fibre of the bark of the cabbage tree and a hook made from shells. This fishing was 
done from land, wading in the water or out in the lake from a canoe. Fishing took a long time 
and the cold winds and weather would sometimes take its toll; because of this the canoes 
were made with a fireplace on a base made of earth to keep them warm whilst out on the water 
and to cook the bait before using it. 
Shell fish were generally caught by hand. The men would choose a calm day to go out on the 
water and dive for the crayfish deep under the water and pull them out from between the rocks 
by holding on to their long horns. Crabs were gathered by the women and children at low tide. 
Cockles and oysters were collected from the rocks along the shoreline or on the water’s edge 
after washing up. 
The inland or bush clans (e.g. the sugarloaf clans) would walk the fresh water streams looking 
for cockles, small crayfish (yabbies) and turtles. This was a job for both women and children, 
using their hands to grab the turtles, collect the cockles and catch the yabbies. 

 

Utensils, Clothing and Ceremonial Instruments. 
After catching and eating the animals their skins and bones were used for utensils, clothing as 
well as ceremonial instruments. 
Utensils that were used every day came from the carcasses or shells of the prey being caught. 
Fishing hooks were made from oyster and pipi shells as well as large ear shells or turban 
shells. Some knives, scrapers and choppers would have been made from these shells as well. 
The kangaroo shank bone was made into an awl (i.e. a tool looking like a cork screw) which 
was used to punch holes through wood and or skins. 
Clothing would be made from the skins and bones of the animals. A waist belt to hang food or 
weapons from was made from a thin strap of possum skin. Rugs and cloaks for the cold winter 
months were made from kangaroo and possum skins. 
The men would sometimes wear a nose peg which was made from various animals bones. 
Oil from the animal fat was also used to rub over the body to keep the skin soft and protect it 
from the effects of the weather. 
Ceremonial instruments were made from the animals as well; bird feathers in conjunction with 
ochre and pipe clay were used to decorate the body. Ceremonial bags could also be made 
from animal skins and fur. The fur was rubbed together and then weaved. Korima bones (nose 
pegs) were always made from the bones of an animal. 
As you can see the Awabakal people never wasted what they killed, it was always used in 
some manner. 
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Tribal Law and Totems 
The most important connection between Aboriginal people and wildlife were the spiritual 
connections. 
Each Aboriginal person has a totem. This totem can be any type of wildlife from birds to reptiles 
to mammals and sea life. Whatever the animal may be it is to be respected, never hunted and 
never eaten.  
In the case of the Awabakal clans the main totem is Birabaan, the Wedge-Tail Eagle. 
The Wedge-Tail Eagle, even today, is respected greatly by the Awabakal people still living on 
the land.  

 
The Dreaming and Wildlife 

The Dreaming was a time of the ancestors and creators. 
This was the time when land formations and all living creatures were created and when  
laws for social and moral order were put in place. 
In the Dreaming, Aboriginal people believed that man and animal were of equal status. 

Naruta Kauwal 
A giant spirit-goanna, that resided in the sky. 

 
The Monster of Mount Sugarloaf (Patikaan) 
This story revolved around discipline and involved a monster called Patikaan. He lived in the 
Sugarloaf Mountain but was known to roam the bush land of Lake Macquarie and Newcastle 
in search of victims. He was described as being a very tall man covered with hair, had a mane 
like a horse and a tail like a sword. His feet and toes pointed backwards so that he could not 
be tracked and he jumped like a kangaroo instead of walked, when his feet hit the ground it 
sounded like gunshots. He howled a cry “Piroloong, Piroloong,” as he advanced on his prey. 
His main task it seemed centred on the clan’s most important requirement for the male 
obligation of initiation. Thus Patikaan usual victims were uninitiated young men. His name 
means ‘biter’. 

Wauwai 
This is perhaps from where the word 'yowie' derives.  

A monster of a fish much larger than a shark...[which] frequents the contiguous swamp 
surrounding modern day Freeman’s Waterhole and kills the Aborigines (AG, p. 84).  

This is the Awabakal name of the notorious bunyip. However, at the same time, he or it can 
take the form of a large serpent perhaps when it is submerged in water. It frequented 
Freeman’s Waterhole - called Wauwaraan – but, via an underground stream or other passage, 
could also turn up on the southern side of Boroyiroong, Pulbah Island.  

Titaling 
More typically, the name is ‘Titalik’. There are two versions of this story. The most widely 
known story is one of selfishness and gluttony, and it tells of how the Hunter River – called 
Maiyaa - was formed.  
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Wonangar Katawai 
There was once a giant goanna wonangar that was very greedy with food. It was always 
eating and it ate anything at all. Over time it ate many animals growing bigger and bigger. One 
day it caught and ate a large kangaroo. The kangaroo was very upset and began to jump 
around inside the goanna and to kick at its stomach wall. This caused the goanna great pain. 
Eventually the kangaroo kicked a hole through the goanna big enough for him to escape. The 
hole was big enough for all the animals that had been swallowed to escape out of the now 
dead goanna. 

Kararkaraan 
A place situated, on the foreshore, in the vicinity of Blackall’s Park. 

The name of a place in which there is almost a forest of petrifactions of wood, of various 
sizes extremely well defined. It is situated in a bay at the N. W. extremity of Lake Macquarie. 
The tradition of the Aborigines is that formerly it was one large rock which fell from the 
heavens and killed a number of blacks which were assembled where it descended. They 
were collected together in that spot by command of an immense [goanna] which came 
down from the heaven. In consequence of his anger at their having killed lice by roasting 
them in the fire, those who had killed the vermin by cracking were previously speared to 
death by him with a long reed from heaven!  When the [goanna] saw all the men were killed 
by the stone he ascended up into heaven where he is supposed now to remain (AG, p. 85). 

 

Tibin Yuraawaliin 
This is the story of the rainbow bird. Tibin means “bird” and yurawaliin means “crossing rain 
clouds”. A boy approaching the age of initiation, called Ngerirobamba, believed that he 
noticed a connection between the werekata (kookaburra) and kingfisher. He asked his uncle 
about this, and his uncle told him this story. 
 
Long ago, there were no kingfishers, only werekata.  There is a time of year when werekata 
court and form into kinship groups. The uncle said that, in a way similar to human males, some 
male werekata only sought out the attractive females (werekataleyn) even though they did 
not contribute to the collective good and often caused trouble within the clan. In a particular 
instance an attractive werekataleyn had more than one male admirer who fought for her 
attention. They expressed their interest by bringing her gifts of grubs and other food treats. 
But in this instance she remained neutral allowing each male to court her but refusing to 
choose between them. 
 
A day came when the rivals decided to settle the matter between them by combat. The uncle 
told Ngerirobamba that the two werekata began their fight at tree level but flew ever upwards 
into the sky, rain fell and hid the two birds for some time. When the sky cleared, only one 
werekata was left, the apparent winner. The loser had flown even higher, towards the rain 
clouds. At that moment a rainbow appeared through which the losing bird flew. When this bird 
returned to earth it was beautifully coloured from having passed through the rainbow. And 
owing to the event taking place in the water this new tibin (bird) left his earlier bush habitat to 
live near streams and lakes. The sky spirits had not only coloured him but instructed him to 
frequently visit watery areas as a result of his re-birth taking place during the rain (AWF, pp. 
55-56). 
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Morokotaru Bowangbangaa (When the Sky Rose) 
Long, long ago, some of the sky spirits had come to the earth and eaten some forbidden food. 
This sent them into a deep sleep. They chose to sleep deep within the earth for it was cold 
above. Somehow all of this caused the sky to be brought down very low to the ground, so low 
that people couldn’t stand to walk upright. 
At this time not many animals had legs and those that did had to crawl or wriggle to get about. 
Many creatures lived underground to avoid the great cold. Men and furry animals remained 
above ground to gather food. 
Then the great cold ended and the sleeping spirits awoke. They had to then push the sky 
upwards to give them room to move around. At this event the birds followed the sky  
upwards by hanging on to it. Their beauty and persistence impressed the sky spirits and  
the birds were rewarded by being given wings, so that they could range closer to the  
sky spirits and the spirits could enjoy the beauty of the birds. Since snakes, lizards,  
grubs etc. had hidden under the ground to escape the cold they had slept through the  
great event and therefore missed the opportunity to stand up and grow upwards like the 
animals and human beings. Thereafter, reptiles have pleaded to the sky spirits to give them  
a second chance to grow tall. That is why reptiles are often seen climbing trees so as to reach 
for the sky (AWF, p. 58). 
 
The Awabakal people lived by these laws and Dreaming stories and to this day are still greatly 
respected. The stories that are told on the land today are those which were told  
many years ago.  
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Dictionary 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Awabakal to English  
with pictures 

 
 

Followed by 
 
 

English to Awabakal  
No images 



Aru Biraba 
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Dictionary Awabakal - English 
 

Terminology 

Absolutive Nouns 
The shortest form in which a noun can occur in Awabakal is called the absolutive case. It is used to indicate an interpretation similar to that of 
the grammatical subject. However, it is not completely appropriate to speak of grammatical subjects in Awabakal, at the very least not in the 
sense ‘grammatical subject’ signifies in English or other Western European languages. The absolutive case is used when the object named by 
the noun is referred to just in case it is not involved in an action. If involved in an action, a derived noun is needed. In addition, for senses where 
in English we would use prepositions, such as ‘towards’, ‘from’, ‘of’ or ‘for’, the noun has an attachment at the end, known as a suffix. These are 
no derived nouns in the following dictionary. 

A  -  a 

Aru   Insect. Generic word for any insect of any type; 
it may extend to other small life forms. Original 
Spelling: roo  

 

Arbin   Beetle. Beetle. Original Spelling: Ar,biñ  

 

B  -  b 

Baiyangbaiyaang   Butterfly. General Butterfly. 
Original Spelling: Bai-yung-bai-yáng                                          

 

Baralban   Diamond Python. Original Spelling: 
Baralban                                          

 

Berabakaan   Whale. A type of whale. Original 
Spelling: Be-ra-buk-kán                                          

Bitibitiwang   John Dory. John Dory. Original 
Spelling: Bidgi Bidgi Wang                                          

 

Bilo   Yellow-bellied glider. Original Spelling: Billo                         

 

Bintelong   Honeyeater. Original Spelling: Bindelong                      

 

Biraba   Shell fish. A small shell fish. Original Spelling: 
Bir-ra-ba                                          

 



Bowata Batikaang 
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Bowata   Catfish. Original Spelling: Bo-a-ta                                          

 

Bowawaal   Curlew. The stone-curlew; there is a 
bush variety and a beach variety. Both are 
nocturnal and have similar, eerie, calls. 
Original Spelling: Bo-a-wál                                          

 

Boyiyongai   Emu-wren. The Southern emu-wren. 
Original Spelling: Boiongire                                          

 

Bolowulo   Parrot fish. Also called the purple 
wrasse, kelpie, winter bream and saddled 
wrasse. Original Spelling: Bollowoollo                                          

 

Bowan   Swamp bird. It also gave the name to the site 
of Wallis's Plains, in the vicinity of modern 
Maitland. Original Spelling: Bo-un                                          

Balbang   Wallaby. The 'black wallaby', also 
known as the 'swamp wallaby'. Original 
Spelling: Bul-bung                                          

 

Bambang   Eastern Spinebill. This bird is a 
member of the honeyeater family. Original 
Spelling: Bumbang                                          

 

Banganbiin   Rosella, Crimson. Original Spelling: 
Bunganbien                                          

 

Bangkin   Vermin. Fleas and Lice. Original 
Spelling: Bung-kin                                          

 

Bunkan   Sea slug, red. "Men, women and children were 
highly skilled at ripping them out from among  
rocks with small sharpened sticks". Original 
Spelling: Bún-kun                                          

 

Barangain   Trevally. Also called the silver trevally, 
white trevally, skipjack trevally and skippy. 
Original Spelling: Burrangine                                          

 

Batang   Swamp pheasant. The pheasant coucal. 
Original Spelling: Buttang                                          

 

Batikaang   Animal. Any animal. Original Spelling: 
But-ti-káng                                         . 

 



Birabaan Binala 
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Birabaan   Eagle. Wedge-tailed eagle. Birabaan 
the Eagle -hawk (Aquila audax) is a high order 
totem, and was the overall totem for the 
Awabakal people. Original Spelling: Bi-ra-bán                                          

 

Binaibaan   Goanna. The general name for Goanna. 
Original Spelling: Bĭnāybiān                                          

 

Booyaan   Bellbird. Bellbird. Original Spelling: 
Bōyān                                          

 

Bayiibayii   Emu. General term for emu. Original 
Spelling: Bāee,bāee                                          

 

Bayinbang   King parrot. The general name for King 
Parrot. Original Spelling: Baīn,bŭng                                          

 

Borintoor   Ant. Large yellow ant. Possibly the 
large Yellow Sugar Ant found local to all 
Hunter suburbs. Compare with 'Yoyiring'. 
Original Spelling: Bōrr,ĭn,jŏor                                          

 

Baraan   Centipede. There are several species, ranging 
from 1 to 15 cm in length, the larger ones 
especially being mildly venomous: all fall 
within the class Chilopoda. Original Spelling: 
Bŭrr,ān-bŭrrān                                          

 

Boltirong   Leech. Original Spelling: Bōl,dir,řoñg                            

 

Bitawang   Greater Glider. Original Spelling: 
Bīttăwŭng                                         . 

 

Bolongro   Black Snake. The red-bellied variety. 
See the word 'Mooto' for details of this species. 
Original Spelling: Bŏ,lōng,řo                                          

 

Binala   Musk duck. Original Spelling: Benalla                                       

 

  



Kawongi Koongkaroong 
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K  -  k 

Kawongi   Rufous Night Heron. Original Spelling: 
Cahongi                                          

 

Kalatain   Ground parrot. Generic name for 
Ground Parrot. Original Spelling: Cullatine                                          

 

Kaan   Brown Snake. The Eastern Brown Snake. It is 
"keen sighted, discovered in grass. Original 
Spelling: Kán                                          

 

Kaniin   Eel. The fresh water eels of Eastern Australia. 
Original Spelling: Ka-nín                                          

 

Karobara   Whiting. Named the "large whiting" by 
Threlkeld. Original Spelling: Ka-ro-bur-ra                                          

Karoongkaroong   Pelican. Original Spelling: Ka-
róng-ka-róng                                          

Keyarapai   Cockatoo. This is the Sulphur-crested 
Cockatoo. Original Spelling: Ké-a-ra-pai                                          

 

Kaniibeya   Swan place. Original Spelling: 
Keneebeah                                          

Kitirikitiri   Masked Lapwing. Called a plover by 
many. Original Spelling: Kidgiri Kidgiri                                     

 

Kikoyi   Spotted quoll. "Destructive to poultry" p. 86 
AG. Original Spelling: Ki-ko-i                                          

 

Kingil   Gurnard. The butterfly gurnard. Original 
Spelling: Kingill                                          

 

Kirakira   King parrot. The male King Parrot. See 
also 'Kaneta', the female of the species. 
Original Spelling: Ki-ra-ki-ra                                          

 

Kiitang   Hair of animals. Note the obvious relationship 
with 'Kitang' meaning hair of the (human) 
head. Original Spelling: Ki-tung                                          

 

Koongkaroong   Emu. The male emu. Original 
Spelling: Kóng-ko-róng                                          



Koongkang Kokangeri 
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Koongkang   Frog. Species Unkown - Named after 
the noise they make. Original Spelling: Kóng-
kung                                          

 

Kulai   Scaly-breasted lorikeet. Original Spelling: 
Koolide                                          

 

Kulambarang   Barracouta. Also called the snoek and 
couta. Original Spelling: Koollambarung                                          

 

Korowawolang   Octopus. Probably this name 
covers any of the varieties of octopus. 
Literally, the name means 'wave+head' by 
'korowa+wolang'. Original Spelling: Koroe-
wallang                                          

Korowatalan   Cuttlefish. Probably, covers the family 
of squid. Literally, the name means 
'wave+tongue' by 'korowa+talan'. Original 
Spelling: Ko-ro-wa-tul-lun                                          

Kotumaang   Tortoise. The species of tortoise has so 
far proven unspecifiable, but we cannot be sure 
that 'kotumaang' is generic for all tortoise-like 
animals. Original Spelling: Ko-tu-máng                                          

 

Kanbal   Swan. Named for its call, this is the common 
name for Black Swan. Original Spelling: Kun-
bul                                          

 

Kanti   Flame robin. Original Spelling: Kundi                                        

 

Kaneta   King parrot. The name for the female King 
Parrot. See also 'Kirakira', the male bird and 
'Bayinbang' for the general name for King 
Parrot. Original Spelling: Kun-ne-ta                                          

 

Kanta   Nest. Specifically, a bird's nest. Original 
Spelling: Kunta                                          

Karakowiyoong   Shark. The general name for 
Shark. Original Spelling: Kur-ra-ko-i-yóng                                 

 

Karalkal   Groper. Eastern blue groper. Original 
Spelling: Kurralgal                                          

 

Karitaa   Sea snake. Yellow-bellied Sea Snake. Original 
Spelling: Kurridaa                                          

 

Karangkan   Squire. Also called cockney bream, red 
bream and old man. Original Spelling: Kur-rung-
kun                                          

Kokangeri   Echidna. Original Spelling: Kŏ,gūng,ĕrĕe                      

 



Kirul Karabola 
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Kirul   Mullet. Original Spelling: Gheerool                                          

 

Kolkal   Lyrebird. Original Spelling: Golgul                                          

 

Koworowal   Bandicoot. The only bandicoot still 
currently resident along the mid NSW coastal 
region is the Long-nosed bandicoot, Perameles 
nasuta (MOA, pp. 184-5). Threlkeld tells us of 
an occasion on which he went "out with a party 
of natives who were going a hunting of the 
Bandicoot ... Eight or ten natives with their 
waddies (a short stick) [i.e., Kootara] 
surrounded a high grassy place, their dogs 
beating about in the meantime; the moment 
one of the animals appeared they threw their 
waddies at it and generally killed it at one 
blow. One man stood on the stump of a tree and 
threw his spear with greatest precision, 
transfixing one to the ground through its back, 
although not much larger than a young rabbit" 
(ARP, p. 90). Original Spelling: Koōr,ŏ,wŭll                                          

 

Kelowin   Fly. Probably, 'kelowin' is the small 
common fly. Original Spelling: Yell,oīn                                          

 

Kowalowain   Koala. Original Spelling: Coōl,oŏ,wīne                                          

 

 

Kowatungale   Lizard, small. A small, unknown, type. 
There are five basic families of lizards, geckos 
(Geckonidae), skinks (Scincidae), monitors 
(Varanidae), dragons (Agamidae) and the 
legless lizards (Pygopodidae). Original 
Spelling: Coā,tŭng,ūll,e˘                                          

Kaniiyining   Kangaroo. The male Eastern Grey 
Kangaroo; see also 'Kalkonang' for female and 
'Mowane' for generic name. Original Spelling: 
Kuñn,e¯e,inĭng                                          

 

Karobin   Kangaroo rat. Original Spelling: 
Ku¯rr,ŏ,biñ                                          

 

Kowoman   Bellbird. Original Spelling: Goō,mān                             

 

Kiiyin   Termite. Original Spelling: Kee-inbah                                         

 

Kopera   Grub. Original Spelling: Cobra                                          

 

Karabola   Noisy friar bird. It is a type of 
honeyeater. Original Spelling: Carrabolla                                   

 



Minyan Marongkai 
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M  -  m 

Minyan   Red-browed Finch. Original Spelling: Minyan                                          

 

Makong   Blackfish. This is the River Blackfish. 
Original Spelling: Magong                                          

 

Maiyaa   Snake. Generic name for snake. Original 
Spelling: Mai-yá                                          

 

Makoro   Fish. Generic name; it applies also to fish as a 
food stuff, i.e., to designate 'the flesh of fish'. 
Original Spelling: Ma-ko-                                         

 

Miri   Dingo. A wild female native dog (dingo). See 
also 'Marongkai', 'Tingko', 'Waiyi', 'Warikal' 
and 'Yuki'. Original Spelling: Mir-ri                                         
. 

 

Mowane   Kangaroo. The generic name for any 
type of kangaroo. Original Spelling: Mo-a-ne                                          

 

Mokoyi   Mud oysters. Original Spelling: Mo-ko-i                                    

 

Mooto   Red-bellied Black Snake. Original Spelling: 
Mót-to                                          

 

Munboonkaan   Rock oyster. Original Spelling: 
Mún-bón-kán                                          

 

Manga   Eastern Yellow Robin. Original Spelling: Munga                      

 

Munangara   Latham's Snipe. The Latham's snipe is 
the most likely bird referred to here. Original 
Spelling: Munung-gurra                                          

 

Marongkai   Dingo. Any of the wild dogs ("dingos") 
native to Australia. Compare with 'Miri', 
'Tingko', 'Waiyi', 'Warikal' and 'Yuki'. Original 
Spelling: Mur-rong-kai                                         . 

 



Mataura Niriti 
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Mataura   Squire. 'Mataura' is defined correctly as 
the juvenile "Red bream (squire)". See also 
'Ngolokonang' and 'Karangkan', the species is 
Chrysophrys auratus .Original Spelling: Mut-
tau-ra                                          

 

Muyin   Blowfly. Original Spelling: Mōoıñ                                          

 

Malorkankong   Flea. Original Spelling: 
Mǜll,ār,gūn,gōng                                          

 

Maralkan   Spider. Original Spelling: Ma˘rlg,ūn                              

 

Manawul   Mouse. Original Spelling: Mūn,ă,wōol                      
. 

 

Miriyira   Pademelon. Pademelons, wallabies, and 
kangaroos are very alike in body structure, and 
the names just refer to the three different size 
groups. Originally wallabies were divided into 
small and large wallabies, but a more suitable 
name was needed to differentiate between 
them, i.e the pademelon - MP. Original 
Spelling: Mirri-iya                                         . 

N  -  n 

Naruta   Lizard. Generic name for any lizard. See also 
Naruta Kauwal. Original Spelling: Nar-rootah                                          

 

Neyne   Sand flies. Sand flies are small biting insects, 
that are grouped in with mosquitoes, rather 
than true flies. Original Spelling: Nei-ne                                          

Ngawuwa   Sea gull. Original Spelling: Nga-ü-wo                                          

 

Ngolokonang   Red bream. See also 'Karangkan'. 
Original Spelling: Ngo-lo-ko-nung                                          

 

Ngooroowin   Emu. This denotes the female. See also 
'Koongkaroong' and 'Bayiibayii'. Original 
Spelling: Ngór-ró-in                                          

 

Ninaang   Flathead. Compare with 
'Tupeyatarawong' and 'Walangkara', also terms 
for flathead. Original Spelling: Nin-náng                                    

 

Niriti   Mutton bird. Probably, it is the short-tailed 
shearwater. Original Spelling: Nir-rit-ti                                      

 



Nakang Pingerung 
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Nakang   Bee. This is the little dark coloured and 
stingless native bee. Original Spelling: Nuk-kung                                          

 

P  -  p 

Parowang   Dove. Original Spelling: Burrouġ                                          

 

Pipita   Falcon. This is most probably the Brown 
Falcon. Original Spelling: Pip-pi-ta                                          

 

Pirama   Duck. This bird is probably the Australian 
Wood Duck. Womarakaan is the drake. 
Original Spelling: Pi-ra-ma                                          

 

Pirita   Oyster. A type that grows on the mangrove 
tree. They were "gathered and dived for from 
canoes". Original Spelling: Pir-ri-ta                                          

 

Panbang   Sea Slug. This word also denotes 
blubber. Original Spelling: Pun-bung                                          

 

Paramai   Cockle. Or mussell, etc. The species is 
not yet identified, but presumably a fresh-
water or upper-estuary shellfish in the shape of 
a kidney. Original Spelling: Pur-ra-mai                                          

Paramaibaan   Platypus. Original Spelling: Pur-ra-mai-
bán                                          

 

Paribaangba   Ants' nest. See Paribaang. Original 
Spelling: Pur-ri-báng-ba                                          

Parimankaan   Salmon. Presumably, the Eastern 
Australian Salmon. "Men used the multi-
pronged spear [moting] while the women 
provided most of the fish with hooks and line. 
Nets and fish traps were used in common" 
(AHR, p. 39). Original Spelling: Pur-ri-mun-kán                       

Poromarong   Eagle. Original Spelling: Pōo,rŏo,mă,rōng                      

 

Porowei   Eagle. Original Spelling: Poō,roŏ,eē                               

 

Pingerung   Hawk. The white-bellied fish-hawk, 
also known as the white-bellied sea-eagle 
Haliaeetus leuccogaster (FGAB, pp. 84-5). 
Original Spelling: Pīng,ĕrr,ūng                                          

 



Popolameri Teringing 
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Popolameri   Pigeon. Original Spelling: Poppolameri                                          

T  -  t 

Toping   Mosquito. Original Spelling: To-ping                                          

 

Tornatema   Star wing. This is also known as the 
dollar bird owing to round white spots on the 
wings. Original Spelling: Tomathema                                          

Tembiiriibeyn   Adder. The Southern Death Adder. 
Original Spelling: Tem-bi-ri-be-en                                          

 

Tibin   Bird. Any kind of bird; also used to designate 
bird flesh as food. Original Spelling: Tib-bin                                          

 

Tingko   Dingo. Any female dog of any sort (native or 
exotic). Compare with 'Marongkai', 'Miri', 
'Waiyi', 'Warikal' and 'Yuki'. Original Spelling: 
Ting-ko                                         . 

 

Tiril   Tick. Threlkeld reports that it is "a venomous 
insect [sic] in this country that destroys young 
dogs, pigs, lambs, cats, but is not fatal to man" 
(AG, p. 92). Original Spelling: Tir-ril                                          

 

Tunang   Rosella. Original Spelling: Toonang                                          

Toroongan   Black whale. "A prized food source" 
(AG, p. 92). It is unsure what the type is, but 
the current best theory is that it is a type of 
darkish Pilot whale; these are prone to 
beachings. "Provided many a feast along the 
beaches of Newcastle and Lake Macquarie" 
(LC1, p. 1022). Original Spelling: To-róng-ngun                      

 

Towikoyi   Superb Fairy-Wren. Original Spelling: 
Towigoi                                          

 

Tulan   Mouse. Possibly this names a type of bettong; 
there were however some native real mice (not 
marsupials) including Eastern Chestnut Mouse 
and the New Holland Mouse. The animal 
cannot be further specified at this stage. 
Original Spelling: Tu-lun                                         ,  

 

Tureya   Bream. Haslem adds the distinction that it is 
the white bream, which he glosses as 'Tarwine'. 
Compare with 'Yurowin'. Original Spelling: Tu-
rea                                          

 

Teringing   Nightjar. Original Spelling: Teringing                            



Towolong Warikal 
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Towolong   Lorikeet. The Scaly Breasted Lorikeet. 
Original Spelling: Toō,lo˘ng                                          

 

Takoma   Shag, small. This term may be more 
properly from the Brisbane Water dialect 
rather than from Awabakal as such. Original 
Spelling: Tacoma                                          

Tamboyi   Ibis. The Australian white Ibis, a large 
wading bird with predominently white 
plumage and a bare black head and throat. 
Original Spelling: Tamboy                                          

 

W  -  w 

Waabikang   Port Jackson Shark. Original Spelling: 
Waabigung                                          

 

Waaling   Rainbow Lorikeet. "Traditionally, the 
Blue mountain parrot is the rainbow lorikeet … 
There is nothing in Skottowe's notes that would 
contradict this" (SKO2, p. 52). Original 
Spelling: Waa-ling                                          

 

Waiyilaa   Cockatoo. The black species. Threlkeld 
adds: "the breeding place of which is 
unknown". Probably, it is the Yellow-tailed 
Glossy Black-Cockatoo. Original Spelling: Wai-
i-lá                                          

 

Waiyi   Dingo. Tame female native dog. Compare with 
'Marongkai', 'Miri', 'Tingko', 'Warikal' and 
'Yuki'. Original Spelling: Wai-yi                      
. 

 

Waakan   Crow. It is named after its cry. Original 
Spelling: Wá-kun                                          

 

Walangkara   Flathead. Bonyhady regards this to be 
the dusky flathead. Original Spelling: 
Wallangara                                          

 

Warikal   Dingo. Original Spelling: Wa-ri-kul                      
. 

 



Waroyi Wurankaan 
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Waroyi   Hornet. According to Haslem "This probably 
refers to the type that built colonies of nests in 
caves or rock shelters in the region. Several 
types are found in mountain areas, particularly 
the black and red hornet, which is just as 
vicious as the yellow one when disturbed" 
(DOCA p. 1097). Original Spelling: Wa-ro-i                                          

 

Werekataleyn   Kookaburra. See also 'Werekata' 
Female has less blue than males. Original 
Spelling: Weerakartahlin                                          

 

Werekata   Kookaburra. The male of Dacelo 
novaeguineae (FGAB, pp. 210-211). See also 
'Werekataleyn'. Original Spelling: Wera-kata                                          

 

Woyiyokaan   Legless lizard. Original Spelling: 
Whyogan                                          

Wilai   Possum. Common  brushtail  possum. See also 
'Kirabel' and 'Koyowungra'. Original Spelling: 
Wil-lai. 

 

Wiripaang   Eagle. The wedge-tailed. This will be 
the ordinary name for the eagle, whereas 
'Birabaan' will be a totemic name. Original 
Spelling: Wir-ri-páng                                          

 

Wutiban   Salmon. The Eastern Australian 
salmon, also called the cocky salmon, 
blackback salmon, bay trout and salmon trout. 
Original Spelling: Wodyvan                                          

Wombati   Wombat. Original Spelling: Wombat                             

 

Womarakaan   Drake. This bird is probably the 
Australian Wood Duck. Compare with 
'Kiyorangiye' and 'Pirama', the duck. The 
structure of this word, 'womara + kaan', is 
intriguing because the word appears to be 
made up of "spear-thrower" and the 
performative suffix, which, if correct, would 
have the word express "that which acts to 
throw the spear". Perhaps it is an inverse 
idiom, in that these birds were mainly hunted 
by using spears to bring them down on the 
wing. See 'Womarar'. Original Spelling: Wom-
ma-ra-kán                                          

Wontiwonti   Owl. The species is not known at this 
stage. Original Spelling: Wontee Wontee                                    

Wuriin   Flying insect. Of an unrecorded small type; 
compare with 'Wurankaan' which denotes a 
fly. Original Spelling: Woo-reen                                          

Wunibaikaan   Mud crab. This word is reconstructed 
from 'Wunibaikaamba' being the place of 
'many mud mounds': these were the lairs of  
mudcrabs. The species is almost certainly the 
Scylla serrata. Original Spelling: Wunner-tee                            

Wurankaan   Fly. Any of the larger insects of the 
order Diptera, including blow-flies, black flies 
and so forth. It is probable that this is built up 
as 'wuran+kaan', where 'wuran' is "body-hair". 
It would thus express how flies irritate one's 
skin. See also 'Muyin' and 'Kelowin'. Original 
Spelling: Wu-run-kán                                          



Watikang Wuwarai 
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Watikang   Sugar Glider. The Sugar Glider, 
Petaurus breviceps is up to 42 cm nose to tail-
tip. This word contends with 'Watikaan' as the 
provenance of the name of the Wattagan 
Mountains. Compare with 'Bilo'. Original 
Spelling: Wat,kŭng                                          

 

Waneyn   Rainbow lorikeet. Also known as the 
Blue Mountain parrot. Original Spelling: 
wăn,eēn                                          

 

Winakang   Flying fox. It represents either the 
Grey-headed Flying-fox (Pteropus 
poliocephalus) or the Little Red Flying-fox 
(Pteropus scapulatus). May be 'wonakang': the 
handwritten entry in Mss1 is unclear. Original 
Spelling: Wŏn,ă,gŭng                                          

 

Walabi   Wallaby. It is not completely certain which 
wallabies are denoted by this term or even 
whether traditional distinctions and modern 
zoological calssifications are mutually 
compatible. Some candidates are the Brush-
tailed Rock-Wallaby (Petrogale penicillata) 
which can still be found in the Hunter Valley 
region. Of other possibilities we have the 
Whiptail Wallaby (Macropus parryi) which is 
still found on the north eastern coast; and the 
rather small (8kg) Parma wallaby (Macropus 
parma) still inhabits areas due west of the 
Hunter valley. Another candidate is the Red-
necked Wallaby (Macropus rufogriseus).. 
Original Spelling: Wāll,ă,bŷ                                          

 

Walarbang   Wallaroo. The female. See 'Walaru' for 
more details. Original Spelling: Wāll,luř,rbūng                          

 

Walaru   Wallaroo. The male. Most likely to be the 
Common Wallaroo. Original Spelling: 
Wāl,leř,rōo                                         . 

 

Wanga   Wonga pigeon. Original Spelling: Wonga                                  

 

Wuwarai   Scorpion. Scorpion. Original Spelling: 
Wuarai                                          
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Watikang   Sugar Glider. The Sugar Glider, 
Petaurus breviceps is up to 42 cm nose to tail-
tip. This word contends with 'Watikaan' as the 
provenance of the name of the Wattagan 
Mountains. Compare with 'Bilo'. Original 
Spelling: Wat,kŭng                                          

 

Waneyn   Rainbow lorikeet. Also known as the 
Blue Mountain parrot. Original Spelling: 
wăn,eēn                                          

 

Winakang   Flying fox. It represents either the 
Grey-headed Flying-fox (Pteropus 
poliocephalus) or the Little Red Flying-fox 
(Pteropus scapulatus). May be 'wonakang': the 
handwritten entry in Mss1 is unclear. Original 
Spelling: Wŏn,ă,gŭng                                          

 

Walabi   Wallaby. It is not completely certain which 
wallabies are denoted by this term or even 
whether traditional distinctions and modern 
zoological calssifications are mutually 
compatible. Some candidates are the Brush-
tailed Rock-Wallaby (Petrogale penicillata) 
which can still be found in the Hunter Valley 
region. Of other possibilities we have the 
Whiptail Wallaby (Macropus parryi) which is 
still found on the north eastern coast; and the 
rather small (8kg) Parma wallaby (Macropus 
parma) still inhabits areas due west of the 
Hunter valley. Another candidate is the Red-
necked Wallaby (Macropus rufogriseus).. 
Original Spelling: Wāll,ă,bŷ                                          

 

Walarbang   Wallaroo. The female. See 'Walaru' for 
more details. Original Spelling: Wāll,luř,rbūng                          

 

Walaru   Wallaroo. The male. Most likely to be the 
Common Wallaroo. Original Spelling: 
Wāl,leř,rōo                                         . 

 

Wanga   Wonga pigeon. Original Spelling: Wonga                                  

 

Wuwarai   Scorpion. Scorpion. Original Spelling: 
Wuarai                                          

  



Yaayiin  
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Y  -  y 

Yaayiin   Owl. This owl is the Tawny frogmouth. 
Original Spelling: Yaa-ine                                          

 

Yarawonga   Wonga pigeon. Also: bird's nest, stony  
mountain, waterfall, windstorm. Yarawonga 
Park is modern day township of Lake 
Macquarie. Original Spelling: Yarrawonga                                          

Yiring   Feather. Original Spelling: Yir-ring  

Yoyiring   Ant. Large black ant. Compare with 
'Borintoor'. Original Spelling: Yoī,rĭng                                       

 
 

Yiring   Possum fur. "Used for spinning purposes; to 
make string for women's bags or cord for 
fishing lines". Original Spelling: Yir-ring 

                                        

Yuki   Dingo. The male wild native dog (dingo). 
Original Spelling: Yu-ki                                         . 

 

Yunung   Turtle. This must be the Leathery turtle 
or Luth because "only a single turtle resides in 
any of the world's temperate seas" (AML, p. 
516). Original Spelling: Yu-núng                                          

 

Yurowin   Bream. The Black Bream, compare 
with Tureya. "Man used the multi-pronged 
spear while the women provided most of the 
fish with hooks and line. Nets and traps were 
used in common" (AHR, p. 39). Original 
Spelling: Yu-ro-in                                          

 

Yuwakanyang   Leather jacket. Yellow-finned 
leatherjacket. Original Spelling: Yuagunyang                            

 
 

Yuwongkong   Cuckoo. It could be any of about seven 
species of cuckoo that frequent the central 
Eastern coast. Original Spelling: Luōng-gōng                            

 
 

 



 
  
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Adder Butterfly 

  

Dictionary English – Awabakal 

A  -  a 

Adder   Tembiiriibeyn. The Southern Death Adder. 
Original Spelling:Tem-bi-ri-be-en 

Animal   Batikaang. Any animal. Original Spelling:But-
ti-káng 

Ant   Yoyiring. Large black ant. Compare with 
'Borintoor'. Original Spelling:Yoī,rĭng 

Ant   Borintoor. Large yellow ant. Possibly the large 
Yellow Sugar Ant found local to all Hunter 
suburbs. Compare with 'Yoyiring'. Original 
Spelling:Bōrr,ĭn,jŏor 

Ants' nest   Paribaangba. See Paribaang. Original 
Spelling:Pur-ri-báng-ba 

B  -  b 

Bandicoot   Koworowal. The only bandicoot still 
currently resident along the mid NSW coastal 
region is the Long-nosed bandicoot, Perameles 
nasuta (MOA, pp. 184-5). Threlkeld tells us of 
an occasion on which he went "out with a party 
of natives who were going a hunting of the 
Bandicoot ... Eight or ten natives with their 
waddies (a short stick) [i.e., Kootara] 
surrounded a high grassy place, their dogs 
beating about in the meantime; the moment 
one of the animals appeared they threw their 
waddies at it and generally killed it at one 
blow. One man stood on the stump of a tree and 
threw his spear with greatest precision, 
transfixing one to the ground through its back, 
although not much larger than a young rabbit" 
(ARP, p. 90). Original Spelling:Koōr,ŏ,wŭll 

Barracouta   Kulambarang. Also called the snoek 
and couta. Original Spelling:Koollambarung 

Bee   Nakang. This is the little dark coloured and 
stingless native bee. Original Spelling:Nuk-kung 

Beetle   Arbin. Beetle. Original Spelling:Ar,biñ 

Bellbird   Kowoman. Original Spelling:Goō,mān 

Bellbird   Booyaan. Bellbird. Original Spelling:Bōyān 

Bird   Tibin. Any kind of bird; also used to designate 
bird flesh as food. Original Spelling:Tib-bin 

Black Snake   Bolongro. The red-bellied variety. See 

the word 'Mooto' for details of this species. 
Original Spelling:Bŏ,lōng,řo 

Black whale   Toroongan. "A prized food source" 
(AG, p. 92). It is unsure what the type is, but 
the current best theory is that it is a type of 
darkish Pilot whale; these are prone to 
beachings. "Provided many a feast along the 
beaches of Newcastle and Lake Macquarie" 
(LC1, p. 1022). Original Spelling:To-róng-ngun 

Blackfish   Makong. This is the River Blackfish. 
Original Spelling:Magong 

Blowfly   Muyin. Original Spelling:Mōoıñ 

Bream   Tureya. Haslem adds the distinction that it is 
the white bream, which he glosses as 'Tarwine' 
(DOCA, p. 1022).  Compare with 'Yurowin'. 
Original Spelling:Tu-rea 

Bream   Yurowin. The Black Bream, compare with 
Tureya. "Man used the multi-pronged spear 
while the women provided most of the fish 
with hooks and line. Nets and traps were used 
in common" (AHR, p. 39). Original 
Spelling:Yu-ro-in 

Brown Snake   Kaan. The Eastern Brown Snake. It is 
"keen sighted, discovered in grass. Original 
Spelling:Kán 

Butterfly   Baiyangbaiyaang. General Butterfly. 
Original Spelling:Bai-yung-bai-yáng 

  



Catfish Eagle 

  

C  -  c 

Catfish   Bowata. Original Spelling:Bo-a-ta 

 

Centipede   Baraan. There are several species, 
ranging from 1 to 15 cm in length, the larger 
ones especially being mildly venomous: all fall 
within the class Chilopoda. Original 
Spelling:Bŭrr,ān-bŭrrān 

 

Cockatoo   Keyarapai. This is the Sulphur-crested 
Cockatoo. Original Spelling:Ké-a-ra-pai 

Cockatoo   Waiyilaa. The black species. Threlkeld 
adds: "the breeding place of which is 
unknown". Probably, it is the Yellow-tailed 
Glossy Black-Cockatoo. Original Spelling:Wai-
i-lá 

Cockle   Paramai. Or mussell, etc. The species is not yet 
identified, but presumably a fresh-water or 
upper-estuary shellfish in the shape of a 
kidney. Original Spelling:Pur-ra-mai 

Crow   Waakan. It is named after its cry. Original 
Spelling:Wá-kun 

Cuckoo   Yuwongkong. It could be any of about seven 
species of cuckoo that frequent the central 
Eastern coast. Original Spelling:Luōng-gōng 

Curlew   Bowawaal. The stone-curlew; there is a bush 
variety and a beach variety. Both are nocturnal 
and have similar, eerie, calls. Original 
Spelling:Bo-a-wál 

Cuttlefish   Korowatalan. Probably, covers the 
family of squid. Literally, the name means 
'wave+tongue' by 'korowa+talan'. Original 
Spelling:Ko-ro-wa-tul-lun 

D  -  d 

Diamond Python   Baralban. Original 
Spelling:Baralban 

Dingo   Miri. A wild female native dog (dingo). See 
also 'Marongkai', 'Tingko', 'Waiyi', 'Warikal' 
and 'Yuki'. Original Spelling:Mir-ri 

Dingo   Warikal. Original Spelling:Wa-ri-kul 

Dingo   Waiyi. Tame female native dog. Compare with 
'Marongkai', 'Miri', 'Tingko', 'Warikal' and 
'Yuki'. Original Spelling:Wai-yi 

Dingo   Marongkai. Any of the wild dogs ("dingos") 
native to Australia. Compare with 'Miri', 
'Tingko', 'Waiyi', 'Warikal' and 'Yuki'. Original 
Spelling:Mur-rong-kai 

Dingo   Tingko. Any female dog of any sort (native or 
exotic). Compare with 'Marongkai', 'Miri', 
'Waiyi', 'Warikal' and 'Yuki'. Original 
Spelling:Ting-ko 

Dingo   Yuki. The male wild native dog (dingo). 
Original Spelling:Yu-ki 

Dove   Parowang. Original Spelling:Burrouġ 

Drake   Womarakaan. This bird is probably the 
Australian Wood Duck. Compare with 
'Kiyorangiye' and 'Pirama', the duck. The 
structure of this word, 'womara + kaan', is 
intriguing because the word appears to be 
made up of "spear-thrower" and the 
performative suffix, which, if correct, would 
have the word express "that which acts to 
throw the spear". Perhaps it is an inverse 
idiom, in that these birds were mainly hunted 
by using spears to bring them down on the 
wing. See 'Womarar'. Original Spelling:Wom-
ma-ra-kán 

Duck   Pirama. This bird is probably the Australian 
Wood Duck. Womarakaan is the drake. 
Original Spelling:Pi-ra-ma 

E  -  e 

Eagle   Porowei. Original Spelling:Poō,roŏ,eē 

Eagle   Wiripaang. Eagle hawk. The wedge-tailed 
eagle This will be the ordinary name for the 
eagle, whereas 'Birabaan' will be a totemic 
name. Original Spelling:Wir-ri-páng 

Eagle   Birabaan. Wedge-tailed eagle. Birabaan the 
Eagle -hawk (Aquila audax) is a high order 
totem, and was the overall totem for the 
Awabakal people. Original Spelling:Bi-ra-bán 

Eagle   Poromarong. Original Spelling:Pōo,rŏo,mă,rōng 



 
 Gurnard 

  

 

Eastern Spinebill   Bambang. This bird is a 
member of the honeyeater family. Original 
Spelling:Bumbang 

Eastern Yellow Robin   Manga. Original 
Spelling:Munga 

Echidna   Kokangeri. Original 
Spelling:Kŏ,gūng,ĕrĕe 

Eel   Kaniin. The fresh water eels of Eastern 
Australia. Original Spelling:Ka-nín 

Emu   Bayiibayii. General term for emu. Original 
Spelling:Bāee,bāee 

Emu   Koongkaroong. The male emu. Original 
Spelling:Kóng-ko-róng 

Emu   Ngooroowin. This denotes the female. See also 
'Koongkaroong' and 'Bayiibayii'. Original 
Spelling:Ngór-ró-in 

Emu-wren   Boyiyongai. The Southern emu-wren. 
Original Spelling:Boiongire 

F  -  f 

Falcon   Pipita. This is most probably the Brown 
Falcon. Original Spelling:Pip-pi-ta 

Feather   Yiring. Original Spelling:Yir-ring 

Fish   Makoro. Generic name; it applies also to fish 
as a food stuff, i.e., to designate 'the flesh of 
fish'. Original Spelling:Ma-ko-ro 

Flame robin   Kanti. Original Spelling:Kundi 

Flathead   Ninaang. Compare with 
'Tupeyatarawong' and 'Walangkara', also terms 
for flathead. Original Spelling:Nin-náng 

Flathead   Walangkara. Bonyhady regards this to 
be the dusky flathead. Original 
Spelling:Wallangara 

Flea   Malorkankong. Original 
Spelling:Mǜll,ār,gūn,gōng 

Fly   Kelowin. Probably, 'kelowin' is the small 
common fly. Original Spelling:Yell,oīn 

Fly   Wurankaan. Any of the larger insects of the 
order Diptera, including blow-flies, black flies 
and so forth. It is probable that this is built up 
as 'wuran+kaan', where 'wuran' is "body-hair". 
It would thus express how flies irritate one's 
skin. See also 'Muyin' and 'Kelowin'. Original 
Spelling:Wu-run-kán 

Flying fox   Winakang. It represents either the 
Grey-headed Flying-fox (Pteropus 
poliocephalus) or the Little Red Flying-fox 
(Pteropus scapulatus) (MOA, pp. 439-443 
incl.). May be 'wonakang': the handwritten 
entry in Mss1 is unclear. Original 
Spelling:Wŏn,ă,gŭng 

Flying insect   Wuriin. Of an unrecorded small type; 
compare with 'Wurankaan' which denotes a 
fly. Original Spelling:Woo-reen 

Frog   Koongkang. Species Unkown - Named after 
the noise they make. Original Spelling:Kóng-
kung 

G  -  g 

Goanna   Binaibaan. The general name for Goanna. 
Original Spelling:Bĭnāybiān 

Greater Glider   Bitawang. Original 
Spelling:Bīttăwŭng 

Groper   Karalkal. Eastern blue groper. Original 
Spelling:Kurralgal 

Ground parrot   Kalatain. Generic name for 
Ground Parrot. Original Spelling:Cullatine 

Grub   Kopera. Original Spelling:Cobra 

Gurnard   Kingil. The butterfly gurnard. Original 
Spelling:Kingill 

  



Hair of animals Kookaburra 

  

H  -  h 

Hair of animals   Kiitang. Note the obvious 
relationship with 'Kitang' meaning hair of the 
(human) head. Original Spelling:Ki-tung 

Hawk   Pingerung. The white-bellied fish-hawk, also 
known as the white-bellied sea-eagle 
Haliaeetus leuccogaster (FGAB, pp. 84-5). 
Original Spelling:Pīng,ĕrr,ūng 

Honeyeater   Bintelong. Original Spelling:Bindelong 

Hornet   Waroyi. According to Haslem "This probably 
refers to the type that built colonies of nest[s] 
in caves or rock shelters in the region. Several 
types are found in mountain areas, particularly 
the black and red hornet, which is just as 
vicious as the yellow one when disturbed" 
(DOCA p. 1097). Original Spelling:Wa-ro-i 

I  -  i 

Ibis   Tamboyi. The Australian white Ibis, a large 
wading bird with predominently white 
plumage and a bare black head and throat. 
Original Spelling:Tamboy 

Insect   Aru. Generic word for any insect of any type; 
it may extend to other small lifeforms. Original 
Spelling:roo 

J  -  j 

John Dory   Bitibitiwang. John Dory. Original Spelling:Bidgi Bidgi Wang 

K  -  k 

Kangaroo   Kaniiyining. The male Eastern Grey 
Kangaroo; see also 'Kalkonang' for female and 
'Mowane' for generic name. Original 
Spelling:Kuñn,e¯e,inĭng 

Kangaroo   Mowane. The generic name for any 
type of kangaroo. Original Spelling:Mo-a-ne 

Kangaroo rat   Karobin. Original Spelling:Ku¯rr,ŏ,biñ 

King parrot   Kaneta. The name for the female King 
Parrot. See also 'Kirakira', the male bird and 
'Bayinbang' for the general name for King 
Parrot. Original Spelling:Kun-ne-ta 

King parrot   Bayinbang. The general name for King 
Parrot. Original Spelling:Baīn,bŭng 

King parrot   Kirakira. The male King Parrot. See 
also 'Kaneta', the female of the species. 
Original Spelling:Ki-ra-ki-ra 

Koala   Kowalowain. There is apparently only one 
species of this animal across Australia, 
Phascolarctus cinerus, forming its own distinct 
family Phascolarctidae; some have divided 

Queensland, NSW and Victorian koalas into 
sub-species (respectively P. cinerus adustus, P. 
cinerus cinerus and P. cinerus victor), but 
"these may represent arbitrary selections from 
a cline" (MOA, pp. 196-198). According to 
Fred Bugg (an informant of Holmer), "if you 
try to touch a koala, especially when carrying 
her young, she will cry. She puts her little paw 
in front of her eyes and sobs like a child and 
you can even see the tears entering her eyes. It 
is a very pitiful scene and people do not like to 
kill the koala. When they did formerly, they 
always tried to do so before it began to cry. 
Koalas make nice pets; they never leave you 
once they are accustomed to live with you" 
(Holmer & Holmer, STNT, p. 15). Original 
Spelling:Coōl,oŏ,wīne 

Kookaburra   Werekataleyn. See also 'Werekata' 
Female has less blue than males. Original 
Spelling:Weerakartahlin 

Kookaburra   Werekata. The male of Dacelo 
novaeguineae (FGAB, pp. 210-211). See also 
'Werekataleyn'. Original Spelling:Wera-kata 

  



Latham's Snipe Owl 

  

L  -  l 

Latham's Snipe   Munangara. The Latham's 
snipe is the most likely bird referred to here. 
Original Spelling:Munung-gurra 

Leather jacket   Yuwakanyang. Yellow-
finned leatherjacket. Original 
Spelling:Yuagunyang 

Leech   Boltirong. Original Spelling:Bōl,dir,řoñg 

Legless lizard   Woyiyokaan. Original 
Spelling:Whyogan 

Lizard   Naruta. Generic name for any lizard. See also 
Naruta Kauwal. Original Spelling:Nar-rootah 

Lizard, small   Kowatungale. A small, unknown, type. 
There are five basic families of lizards, geckos 
(Geckonidae), skinks (Scincidae), monitors 
(Varanidae), dragons (Agamidae) and the 
legless lizards (Pygopodidae). Excluding 
monitors (all too big) and the legless lizards, 
kowatungale could be one of any of the others. 
Original Spelling:Coā,tŭng,ūll,e˘ 

Lorikeet   Towolong. The Scaly Breasted 
Lorikeet. Original Spelling:Toō,lo˘ng 

Lyrebird   Kolkal. Original Spelling:Golgul 

M  -  m 

Masked Lapwing   Kitirikitiri. Called a plover by 
many. Original Spelling:Kidgiri Kidgiri 

Mosquito   Toping. Original Spelling:To-ping 

Mouse   Tulan. Possibly this names a type of bettong; 
there were however some native real mice (not 
marsupials) including Eastern Chestnut Mouse 
and the New Holland Mouse. The animal 
cannot be further specified at this stage. 
Original Spelling:Tu-lun 

Mouse   Manawul. Marsupial mouse, unless this is the 
European field mouse. There are few 
marsupials of the size of mice, and commonly 
so styled: the most likely is the common 
dunnart, Sminthopsis murina (MOA, pp. 150-
151). Other possibilities are the common 
planigale, Planigale maculata (MOA, pp. 111-
12), the brown antechinus, Antechinus stuartii, 

and the dusky antechinus, Antechinus 
swainsonii (MOA, pp. 94-99 inclusive). 
Original Spelling:Mūn,ă,wōol 

Mud crab   Wunibaikaan. This word is 
reconstructed from 'Wunibaikaamba' being the 
place of 'many mud mounds': these were the 
lairs of  mudcrabs. The species is almost 
certainly the Scylla serrata. Original 
Spelling:Wunner-tee 

Mud oysters   Mokoyi. Original Spelling:Mo-ko-i 

Mullet   Kirul. Original Spelling:Gheerool 

Musk duck   Binala. Original Spelling:Benalla 

Mutton bird   Niriti. Probably, it is the short-tailed 
shearwater. Original Spelling:Nir-rit-ti 

N  -  n 

Nest   Kanta. Specifically, a bird's nest. Original 
Spelling:Kunta 

Nightjar   Teringing. Original Spelling:Teringing 

Noisy friar bird   Karabola. It is a type of 
honeyeater. Original Spelling:Carrabolla 

O  -  o 

Octopus   Korowawolang. Probably this name 
covers any of the varieties of octopus. 
Literally, the name means 'wave+head' by 
'korowa+wolang'. Original Spelling:Koroe-
wallang 

Owl   Yaayiin. This owl is the Tawny frogmouth. 
Original Spelling:Yaa-ine 

Owl   Wontiwonti. The species is not known at this 
stage. Original Spelling:Wontee Wontee 



Oyster Sea snake 

  

Oyster   Pirita. A type that grows on the mangrove tree. They were "[g]athered and dived for from 
canoes" (AHR, p. 39). Original Spelling:Pir-ri-ta 

P  -  p 

Pademelon   Miriyira. Pademelons, wallabies, and 
kangaroos are very alike in body structure, and 
the names just refer to the three different size 
groups. Originally wallabies were divided into 
small and large wallabies, but a more suitable 
name was needed to differentiate between 
them, i.e the pademelon - MP. Original 
Spelling:Mirri-iya 

Parrot fish   Bolowulo. Also called the purple 
wrasse, kelpie, winter bream and saddled 
wrasse. Original Spelling:Bollowoollo 

Pelican   Karoongkaroong. Original Spelling:Ka-róng-ka-
róng 

Pigeon   Popolameri. Original Spelling:Poppolameri 

Platypus   Paramaibaan. Original Spelling:Pur-ra-
mai-bán 

Port Jackson Shark   Waabikang. Original 
Spelling:Waabigung 

Possum   Wilai. Common brushtail possum. See 
also 'Kirabel' and 'Koyowungra'. Original 
Spelling:Wil-lai 

Possum fur   Yiring. "Used for spinning purposes; to 
make string for women's bags or cord for 
fishing lines". Original Spelling:Yir-ring 

R  -  r 

Rainbow Lorikeet   Waaling. "Traditionally, the 
Blue mountain parrot is the rainbow lorikeet … 
There is nothing in Skottowe's notes that would 
contradict this" (SKO2, p. 52). Original 
Spelling:Waa-ling 

Rainbow lorikeet   Waneyn. Also known as the 
Blue Mountain parrot. Original 
Spelling:wăn,eēn 

Red bream   Ngolokonang. See also 'Karangkan'. 
Original Spelling:Ngo-lo-ko-nung 

Red-bellied Black Snake   Mooto. Original 

Spelling:Mót-to 

Red-browed Finch   Minyan. Original 
Spelling:Minyan 

Rock oyster   Munboonkaan. Original Spelling:Mún-
bón-kán 

Rosella   Tunang. Original Spelling:Toonang 

Rosella, Crimson   Banganbiin. Original 
Spelling:Bunganbien 

Rufous Night Heron   Kawongi. Original 
Spelling:Cahongi 

S  -  s 

Salmon   Parimankaan. Presumably, the Eastern 
Australian Salmon. "Men used the multi-
pronged spear [moting] while the women 
provided most of the fish with hooks and line. 
Nets and fish traps were used in common" 
(AHR, p. 39). Original Spelling:Pur-ri-mun-kán 

Salmon   Wutiban. The Eastern Australian salmon, also 
called the cocky salmon, blackback salmon, 
bay trout and salmon trout. Original 
Spelling:Wodyvan 

Sand flies   Neyne. Sand flies are small biting 
insects, that are grouped in with mosquitoes, 
rather than true flies. Original Spelling:Nei-ne 

Scaly-breasted lorikeet   Kulai. Original 

Spelling:Koolide 

Scorpion   Wuwarai. Scorpion. Original 
Spelling:Wuarai 

Sea Slug   Panbang. This word also denotes 
blubber. Original Spelling:Pun-bung 

Sea gull   Ngawuwa. Original Spelling:Nga-ü-wo 

Sea slug, red   Bunkan. "Men, women and children 
were highly skilled at ripping them out from 
among rocks with small sharpened sticks". 
Original Spelling:Bún-kun 

Sea snake   Karitaa. Yellow-bellied Sea Snake. 
Original Spelling:Kurridaa 



Shag, small Wombat 

  

Shag, small   Takoma. This term may be more 
properly from the Brisbane Water dialect 
rather than from Awabakal as such. Original 
Spelling:Tacoma 

Shark   Karakowiyoong. The general name for Shark. 
Original Spelling:Kur-ra-ko-i-yóng 

Shell fish   Biraba. A small shell fish. Original 
Spelling:Bir-ra-ba 

Snake   Maiyaa. Generic name for snake. Original 
Spelling:Mai-yá 

Spider   Maralkan. Original Spelling:Ma˘rlg,ūn 

Spotted quoll   Kikoyi. "Destructive to poultry" p. 86 
AG. Original Spelling:Ki-ko-i 

Squire   Mataura. 'Mataura' is defined correctly as the 
juvenile "Red bream (squire)" in DOCA p. 
1016; and as "nannygai fish," which is "like a 
red bream" (DOCA p. 1090), but this latter 
identification appears to be wrong. See also 
'Ngolokonang' and 'Karangkan', the species is 
Chrysophrys auratus (MLA, p. 452). Original 
Spelling:Mut-tau-ra 

Squire   Karangkan. Also called cockney bream, red 

bream and old man. Original Spelling:Kur-rung-
kun 

Star wing   Tornatema. This is also known as the 
dollar bird owing to round white spots on the 
wings. Original Spelling:Tomathema 

Sugar Glider   Watikang. The Sugar Glider, Petaurus 
breviceps is up to 42 cm nose to tail-tip (MOA, 
pp. 261-4). This word contends with 
'Watikaan' as the provenance of the name of 
the Wattagan Mountains. Compare with 'Bilo'. 
Original Spelling:Wat,kŭng 

Superb Fairy-Wren   Towikoyi. Original 
Spelling:Towigoi 

Swamp bird   Bowan. It also gave the name to the site 
of Wallis's Plains, in the vicinity of modern 
Maitland. Original Spelling:Bo-un 

Swamp pheasant   Batang. The pheasant coucal. 
Original Spelling:Buttang 

Swan   Kanbal. Named for its call, this is the common 
name for Black Swan. Original Spelling:Kun-bul 

Swan place   Kaniibeya. Original Spelling:Keneebeah 

T  -  t 

Termite   Kiiyin. Original Spelling:Kee-inbah 

Tick   Tiril. Threlkeld reports that it is "a venomous 
insect [sic] in this country that destroys young 
dogs, pigs, lambs, cats, but [is] not fatal to 
man" (AG, p. 92). Original Spelling:Tir-ril 

Tortoise   Kotumaang. The species of tortoise has 
so far proven unspecifiable, but we cannot be 
sure that 'kotumaang' is generic for all tortoise-

like animals. Original Spelling:Ko-tu-máng 

Trevally   Barangain. Also called the silver 
trevally, white trevally, skipjack trevally and 
skippy. Original Spelling:Burrangine 

Turtle   Yunung. This must be the Leathery turtle or 
Luth because "only a single turtle resides in 
any of the world's temperate seas" (AML, p. 
516). Original Spelling:Yu-núng 

V  -  v 

Vermin   Bangkin. Fleas and Lice. Original Spelling:Bung-kin 

W  -  w 

Wallaby   Balbang. The 'black wallaby', also known as 
the 'swamp wallaby'. Original Spelling:Bul-bung 

Wallaroo Walarbang. The female. See 'Walaru' for more 
details. Original Spelling:Wāll,luř,rbūng 

Wallaroo Walaru. The male. Most likely to be the 
Common Wallaroo. Original 
Spelling:Wāl,leř,rōo 

Whale   Berabakaan. A type of whale. Original 
Spelling:Be-ra-buk-kán 

 

Whiting   Karobara. Named the "large whiting" by 
Threlkeld. Original Spelling:Ka-ro-bur-ra 

Wombat  Wombati. The common wombat. Original 
Spelling:Wombat 



Wonga pigeon Yellow-bellied glider 

  

Wonga pigeon  Wanga. Original Spelling:Wonga 

Wonga pigeon  Yarawonga. Also: bird's nest, stony 

mountain, waterfall, windstorm. Yarawonga 
Park is modern day township of Lake 
Macquarie. Original Spelling:Yarrawonga 

Y  -  y 

Yellow-bellied glider   Bilo. Original Spelling:Billo 
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Animal Dance and Song Lyrics 
Here is an activity that should be fun for children of all ages. The activity is a game wherein 
participants dance like an animal named. If participants have already learned traditional animal 
dances all the better. If not, or for animals for which no dance is known, let the imagination be your 
guide.  

The “game” part of it, where the language comes into play, is something like Simon says, except that 
the caller calls for a dance. 

Let’s all dance like a … 
It’s up to you whether everybody dances at once, or one at a time, or in groups or however else. It’s 
as simple as calling out the following (where batikaang names any animal whatever) 

Untelibanbiingeyn yanti BATIKAANG 
|unteli+ban+biin+ngeyn |yanti2 |BATIKAANG 
|dance +let+PRES+we:all |like |ANIMAL+be  
“Let’s all dance like a ……” 

All it takes is to replace BATIKAANG (any ANIMAL) with an animal from the word list.  

Untelibanbiingeyn yanti mowane 

Where mowane replaces BATIKAANG.. 
 Lets all  dance like kangaroo 

Untelibanbiingeyn yanti WEREKATA 
|unteli+ban+biin+ngeyn |yanti3 |WEREKATA 
|dance +let+PRES+we:all |like |ANIMAL+be  
“Let’s all dance like a Kookaburra 

 

Note that if the person and number is different from “all of us” a different ending must go onto the 
verb. The full range of person/number agreement is given below. Note that the sense of “let” is as to 
say, “let it be that” rather than to ask, strictly speaking, for permission: hence ‘he’, ‘she’ and ‘I’ rather 
than ‘him’ her’ and ‘me’. 

untelibanbiingeyn   1st person plural   Let’s all dance 

untelibanbiinbali   1st person dual   Let’s you and I dance 

untelibanbiinbalinowa  1st/3rdm dual    Let he and I dance 

untelibanbiinbalitoowa  1st/3rdf dual    Let she and I dance 

untelibanbiinbaang   1st person singular   Let me dance 

untelibanbiinura   2nd person plural   Let all of you dance 

untelibanbiinbula   2nd person dual   Let you two dance 

 

                                                                        

 

 

 
Note that yanti means “in the manner of”; another word, kilowa, means “like” in terms of resembling something in appearance, 
but also in comparative relations such as “This is as sweet as that”. 
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Activity: Colouring In Stencils and Trace a word 

Mowane 
Mowane 

Can you colour the picture in and write the Awabakal name? 
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Activity: Colouring In Stencil and Trace a word 

Can you colour the picture in and write the Awabakal name? 

Tibin 
Tibin 
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Activity: Colouring In Stencil 

Werekata 

Werekata ngarabo koolai 
          Kookaburra    rest         tree 

“A kookaburra rests in a tree.” 
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Activity: Colouring In Stencil 

Kakiliin kokowin makoro 
              living       water         fish 

“Fish live in the water.” 
 

Makoro 
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Activity: Dot to Dot Stencil with Trace a word 

Can you join the dots and colour the picture in? 

Koongkang 
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Activity: Cotton Bud Painting 

Dip some cotton buds into paint and fill in the  
dots provided to colour your yunung. 

Yunung - Turtle 
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Activity: Code Breaker 1 

  7      10      15      1       8        3 

    7       1      12      10      9        5       1       4 

Using the code below work out the Awabakal  
names for the following animals. 

 A B E  I     K L     M N   Ng   O    P    R     T   U   W   Y 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9   10   11   12  13  14  15   16 
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Activity: Code Breaker 2 

  7     1     4    16    1     1 

11     1    12     1     7     1      4     2     1     1      8 

Using the code below work out the Awabakal  
names for the following animals. 

 A B E  I     K L     M N   Ng   O    P    R     T   U   W   Y 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9   10   11   12  13  14  15   16 
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Activity: Picture and Word Match 

Draw a line to match the picture with its Awabakal name.

Koongkang

Pirama

Wilai

Maralkan

Marongkai
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Draw a line to match the picture with its Awabakal name. 

Activity: Picture and Word Match 

Kowalowain

Arbin

Banganbiin

Kikoyi

Karakowiyoong
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Can you find the Awabakal words listed below? 
Circle each word as you find it. 

Activity: Find a Word 
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Cut out the animals and stick them on the bush scene,  
then cut out the Awabakal words and label the animals. 

Activity: Cut and paste 

Birabaan 

Wombati 

Waaling 

Werekata 

Bayiibayii 

Keyarapai 

Kokangeri Winakang 

Marongkai 

Balbang 

Binaibaan 

Maiyaa 
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Activity: Camp Fire track (Koyiyang Yapang) 

Find your way through the maze to the Camp Fire.  
Write down what animals you pass along the way... 






